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Greetings! 
 

February most certainly has been a stormy month, with the rains and the horrific hail 
storms our area has been experiencing. The weather has had a devastating effect on 
creatures of all kinds, not least of all our birds. Rehab centres have been full with 
injured birds, whose limbs and bodies have been broken and crushed by hailstones 
the size of cricket balls. Nature seems to have dealt an unfair blow on creatures that 
are already battling the destructive influence of human beings. Sadly most of the 
raptors that came in were too badly damaged to save. But as always, there were a 
few stories that had happy endings, and they are the reason we keep on going… 
 

Admissions: 
This month we had thirteen new admissions: 2 Spotted Eagle Owls, 6 Yellow-billed Kites, 
1 Amur Falcon, 1 Crowned Eagle, 1 African Goshawk, 1 Little Sparrowhawk and 1 Steppe 
Buzzard.   
 

One of the more interesting cases (from a veterinary 
point of view) was that of a Yellow-billed Kite with a 
massive, discoloured swelling on the humerus of the 
left wing. X-rays revealed that this was a mass on the 
bone itself, and blood taken from the growth revealed 
it to be an osteosarcoma, a type of bone cancer. We 
have seen an increase in various types of cancers in 
our raptors over the last few years, and this was a first 
for both ourselves and our vet. Sadly there was no 
option but to have this bird euthanized.  

  
 
 



Another of the Yellow-billed Kites made a remarkable recovery. It was a young bird, this 
year’s fledgling, and it had been caught out in a hailstorm. The kind people who found it 
quickly took it through to our vet. The bird was in a very poor condition when we went to 
collect it. It had a massive haematoma on the chest, and was lying very still, eyes closed, 
under a heat lamp. Back at the clinic, it was treated with anti-inflammatories, painkillers 
and antibiotics, and had to be fed by hand. I did not have much hope for the bird as it lay 
weakly in the recovery box for days. But despite our misgivings, it has recovered steadily 
and has been moved to an outside pen with another Kite awaiting release, where it can 
fly around and strengthen its flight muscles in preparation for migration. 
 

   
 

Releases: 
This month’s releases include 2 Yellow-billed Kites, 1 Crowned Eagle and 1 Little 
Sparrowhawk. Two of the cases were simply rescue and release. As with all rehabilitation 
work, the aim is to get the birds back into the wild as soon as possible. 
 

 

Our first case involved a very feisty Little Sparrowhawk who thought 
an African Grey Parrot would make a tasty snack. This was an 
ambitious hunt on the Little Sparrowhawk’s part as the African Grey is 
a much larger bird. Thankfully this bizarre event left no one harmed as 
the bars of the parrot cage prevented the birds coming into conflict. 
The dazed hawk was picked up by the bewildered parrot owner and 
taken through to our vet, where a call was placed through to us to 
come and collect the hawk. The hawk was examined and apart from a 
small cut on the cere, got a clean bill of health. It was kept overnight 
for observation, ringed and released the next day.  
The second and more dramatic rescue involved a Crowned Eagle. The 
juvenile bird was in the process of hunting a chicken in a Drummond 
resident’s yard when it collided with a fence. The owner’s dogs kept 
the bird at bay long enough to allow the resident to throw a blanket 
over the bird and call for help. The eagle had a ring on its leg which 
identified it as a bird that is part of Shane McPherson’s (MSc) project 
on the urban ecology of Crowned Eagles. The eagle was given a 
thorough examination at the clinic and showed no signs of injury 
beside a few minor scrapes on the face from hitting the fence. Shane 
came in to take further measurements and fit a colour ring on the 
bird. It was held overnight for observation and released the next day. 
 

 



 
Donations/funding: 
Without the help of the public we would not be able to do the work we do. Raptor 
Rescue relies solely on your generosity and support. Please find banking details below if 
you would like to contribute to our ongoing bird of prey care and conservation work. 
 

At the moment we are doing a lot of repairs and yearly maintenance on our enclosures, 
and if there is anyone who can donate the following materials, we would be most 
grateful: wood screws, clout nails, and a hand saw for cutting branches for new perches. 
 

We are extremely grateful to the people who do continue to support us, and for the 
donations that come in. You help save these birds, just as much as we do.  
 

And to end: 
 

 
  
 
Kind regards, 
 

Tammy 
 
 

Contact details: 
Raptor Rescue Rehabilitation Centre 

kznraptorrescue@gmail.com 

www.africanraptor.co.za 
Ben: 082 359 0900 
Tammy: 076 724 6846 
Find us on Facebook! 

Banking details: 

African Raptor Trust (PBO no 930027969) 

Nedbank 

Account no: 2340561256 
Branch code: 134025 

Reference: Raptor Rescue 
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